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303
Dietz 1945 Confederate States Catalog and 

Hand-Book [Hardcover] Dietz
$35.00

Pages and binding are firm. Pages and cover 

clean. Dustcover aged with large tears. 

Autographed by the author - August Dietz

305

Confederate States of America Stampless Cover 

Catalog [Paperback] Wishnietsky, Benjamin 

[editor]

A listing by states of all types of postal markings found on 

stampless covers of the CSA including handstamped, manuscript 

and due markings

$19.00

Appears almost never used. Pages and cover 

clean. Binding and pages are firm. Some age 

discoloration at edge of cover

311
Confederate Philatelist Crazy Confederates or 

Bogus Adhesives [Paperback] H.F. Rooke
Listing of 'bogus' adhesives printed after the Civil War. $18.95

Pages clean and are 'like new' Cover shows some 

age discoloration

315

Confederate Postal History The property of D.P. 

Caulkins of New York City and other owners 

[Paperback] D. P. Caulkins

Auction catalog consisting of 688 lots featuring Autographs; Semi-

Officials; U.S. stamps used in the South after Secession; Paids, 

dues and frees; TenCent Blue Lithograph, etc.......

$20.00
Pages and binding are firm. Clean cover and 

pages.

318

Confederate States Postal History The Paul F. 

Baker Collection [Paperback] Robert G. 

Kaufmann

Auction consisting of 629 lots featuring stamps and postal history 

of the CSA. Included are &quot;Paids &amp; Dues&quot;, US 

Stamps used in the Confederacy, Prisoner of War &amp; Flag of 

Truce Covers, General Issues, etc.....

$20.00 Appears never used. Pages and binding are firm

319
The Judge Harry J.Lemley Collection 

[Paperback] Kaufmann Auctions

All of Judge Lemley&apos;s articles that appear in the back of this 

catalog were originally published in the Confederate Philatelist. 

The collection was housed in 43 volumes arranged by state. 

Virtually all of the covers he collected bear military addresses.

$40.00
Pages and binding are firm. Pages clean without 

defect. Some aging

322
Confederate Stamps, Old Letters and History 

[Hardcover] Raynor Hubbell

Written in a story manner telling anecdotes related to the 

illustrated covers and stamps
$45.00 Pages and binding are firm. Appears never used.

323
Confederate States Stamps and Covers 

[Paperback] Robert A. Siegel

This sale is 1,500 lots in size, $1.5 million in value and catalogue is 

400 pages in length. That is roughly ten to fifteen times the size of 

an advanced Confederate collection. This catalogue has been 

created as a reference book.

$25.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Top right 

corner shows some intermittent bending. 

Includes "Prices Realized"

324

The Kilbourne Collection Copnfederate 

Postmasters' Provisionals [Paperback] Robert 

Siegel auctions

Auction catalog produced in color of 158 different lots of 

Confederate Postmasters' Provisionals which were awarded Gold 

medals at various shows and the Grand Award National at SIPEX 

1966

$29.95

Pages and binding are firm and tight Appears 

never used. Covers with some stains and color 

rubbing.

334

The George Walcott Collection of Used Civil 

War Patriotic Covers [Hardcover] Robert 

Laurence

The Walcott collection was broken up and a complete listing of 

the various designs should be made to serve as a handbook.
$100.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Limited 

edition of 750 copies
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1885

Confederate States of America, the Special 

Postal Routes [Hardcover] Lawrence L. 

Shenfield

The study of the most interesting and romantic portions of the 

postal history of the Civil War-the unusual ways and means by 

which letters traveled between North and South

$125.00

Pages and cover are tight and firm. Pages clean. 

Cover shows bit of age discoloration. 

Autographed edition. Book appears with very 

minimal usage, almost used-like new!

1909
Confederate States of America philatelic subject 

index and bibliography Byne, Richard H

This volume attempts to bring together, in both a bibliography and 

a subject index, all published philatelic literature relating to CSA 

postal history

$25.95
Pages clean and fresh. Owners hand stamp on 

front piece.

2050
Prisoners' mail from the American Civil War 

Harrison, Galen D

This book is about prisoners mail, but it is also about prisoners: 

who they were, where they were held and how they were treated
$49.95

Pages and binding firm and tight. Never used. 

Appears NEW. Some 'foxing' of top edge due to 

shelf storage.

2207
The Jefferson Davis Postage Stamp Issues of the 

Confederacy [Paperback] George N. Malpass

The production and use, including related biographical and 

historical material of the Jefferson Davis stamp issue
$15.00

Pages clean. Cover shows some edge wear and 

age discoloration on spine.

2285

1957 Revision of Collect Some Confederate 

Stamps Before 1961" [Pamphlet] Raynor 

Hubbell

A pamphlet prepared to answer the question "What I think will 

Happen and Why-and What I think they are Worth and Why"
$20.00

Pages are clean. Pages and binding are firm. 

Vertical bend (crease) not affecting the total 

appearance.

2296
Kentucky During the Civil War [Loose Leaf] D. 

Scott Gallagher

This exhibit shows mail sent to and fromKentucky in the years 

1861 to 1866 with emphasis on Confederate usages and express 

letyters, with routs and rate noted.

$35.00

2305

Confederate State Postal History (Stamp 

Auction Catalog) (Richard C. Frajola, Sale 27, 

Feb 22, 1986) [Paperback] Richard C. Frajola

Auction catalog including prices realized Many color illustrations 

along with descriptions. A valuable reference
$3.50

Never used. Pages and binding are firm and tight. 

Includes "Prices Realized"

2363

Confederate States of America Property of 

"General" David Kohn and other owners 

[Paperback] John M. Kaufmann

507 lots of stamp and postal history of the Confederate States of 

America. Includes prices realized. Features &quot;Paids&quot;, 

General Issues, Soldiers Covers, Wallpaper and dversity Covers 

&amp; various Die of the 10 cent Blue

$25.00

Pages and binding are firm. Descriptive catalog 

with some black and white plates. Includes the 

"Prices Realized" A few pen marks throughout

2406

Post Office Mail Sent Across the Lines at the 

Start of the American Civil War; May-July 1861 

[Paperback] Steven C. Walske,

This article examines the handling of post office mail across the 

Civil War lines in mid-1861, when postal service was gradually 

being suspended between the United States and the Confederate 

States

$4.95

2429

Civil War Postal History The Collections of M. 

Clinton McGee and Quin R. Frazer [Paperback] 

Robert G. Kaufmann

Well illustrated in color. 559 lots featuring Patriotics to Foreign 

Destinations; Confedertate Usage of U.S. Stamps; Express 

Company Usages; Official Imprint Usages; Postmaster 

Provisionals; Ship and Steam Markings; Handstamped Paids and 

Dues, etc.......

$30.00
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2435

Confederate States Postal History featuring The 

Collection of a Midwestern Gentleman and A 

Collection on deposit with the Confederate 

Museum [Paperback] Robert G. Kaufmann

Well illustrated catalog of 729 lots featuring Express usages; Mails 

suspended;Confederate waterway markings; U.S. Stamps used in 

the Confederacy; Postmaster Provisionals; Patriotic Covers; 

General Issues, etc.....Illustrations are in color

$25.00

2450

United States Postal History: The William H. 

Semsrott Collection, Part I (Stamp Auction 

Catalog) (Richard C. Frajola, Sale 45, Jan 25, 

1991) [Paperback] Richard C. Frajola

Auction catalog contains 380 lots devoted to Confederate States 

Postal History &amp; Stamps.and 300 lots of Westerns &amp; 

1847-69 Issues. Well illustrated in black and white w/ a few color 

plates

$5.00

2539
Livingston: A Confederate State Postmaster's 

Provisional [Pamphlet] Christie's Robson Lowe

This celebrated pair and cover is generally considered to be the 

most outstanding and most valuable Confederate item in 

existence

$9.00

2540

United States Covers and Confederate State 

Stamps and Covers including The Weill 

Brothers' Stock; The Blake M.Myers' 

Collectionof Confederate Patriotic Covers 

[Paperback] Christie's

Auction catalog of 850 lots of Western Mails, 1847 &amp; 1851 

Issue, Confederate Patriotic Covers, Postmasters&apos; 

Provisionals, 1861-67 Issues, etc..... Well described and illustrated 

w/ black &amp; white plates

$33.00
Pages and binding are firm and tight. Includes 

"Prices Realized"

2569

United States and Confederate States Postal 

History: Wednesday May 15, 2002: SDale 845: 

Thomas R Erickson Collection, Anthony S 

Wawrukiewicz Collection and More Collections 

[Paperback] Robert A. Siegel Auction Galleries, 

Inc.

$10.00
Pages and binding are firm and tight. Includes 

"Prices Realized". Appears never used.

2617

Important Confederate States Stamps and 

Covers from The Weill Brothers' Stock (Stamp 

Auction Catalog) (Christie's, New York Sale 6916 

Oct 13, 1989) [Paperback] Christie's

Auction catalog of the famous Weill Brothers, New Orlans stamps 

dealers, econsists of 820 various lots illustrated in black and white 

and color. Contents include Postmasters Provisionals, 

handstamped markings, general issues, semi-official imprints

$45.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Some 

minor wrinkling on the pages. Pages clean 

without marks. Includes "Prices Realized"

2793

The Organizationof the Confederate Post Office 

Department at Montgomery and a story of the 

Thomas Welsh Provisional Stamped Envelope 

[Hardcover] Peter A. Brannon

This story revives the incidents of 1860 when political unrest 

culminated in the election of Mr. Lincoln as President and dictated 

that Governor Andrew B. Moore of Alabama set up the legislative 

acts to take Alabama out of the Union

$14.95

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Intact 

dustcover with minor repair on the back of the 

dust cover. Appears never used.

2807
Civil War Period Maps of The Southern States of 

America [Loose Leaf] J. Calvin Smith

Series of 9 plates showing reproduction of the original maps of the 

South. Shows all features!!
$25.00 Never used
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2854

Official Documents of the Post Office 

Department of the Confederate States of 

America (2 volumes) [Hardcover] Theron 

Wierenga; Confederate States of America. Post-

Office Department

The following are abstracts of the various documents in the order 

in which they appears in Volume I. These abstracts cover only the 

major topic headings. Consists of two volumes

$119.95

Part of Richard Graham's Library (noted 

philatelist & author). 2 volumes. Autographed by 

author. Pages and binding firm and tight

2874
Confederate Stamps, Old Letters and History 

[Hardcover] Raynor Hubbell
Description and history of Confederate stamps and old letters $65.99

Pages and binding firm and tight.l Shows a bit of 

wear. Part of Wilson Hulme Library with owners 

label on front piece. Includes authors signature 

and dedication. Includes the 1955 Revisions of 

"Collect Some Confederate Stamps Before 1961"

3948

Confederate States Stamps & Postal History 

Pegram & Hastings Collection [Paperback] 

Robert A. Siegel Auction Gallery

615 lots of exceptional confederate stamps and postal history 

illustrated in color with profuse descriptions
$45.00

4367

The William F. McCarren Collection of 

Confederate States General Issues On and Off 

Cover [Paperback] Bennett

To see an assemblage in this incredible quality is nothing shor of 

miraculous. Auction catalog well described and illustrated in color 

and in black and white plates featuring stamps and covers in 

Superb condition.

$30.00

4807

Confederate States featuring the D. Scott 

Gallagher Collection of Kentucky Postal History 

During the Civil War and Post-War Southern 

Expresses [Paperback] B. Whitesides

The Gallagher collection of Kentucky Civil War postal history has 

such a hight percentage of the surviving items of that nature that, 

once dispersed, to again asseemble such a collection may not be 

possible

$40.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Appears 

never used. Corners are bumped due to shelf 

storage

4959

United States Covers and Confederate States 

Stamps and Covers: Including The Weill 

Brothers' Stock and The Blake M. Myers' 

Collection of Confederate Patriotic Covers 

(Stamp Auction Catalog) (Christie's Robson 

Lowe, Sale RLNY 60, Mar 14-15, 1990) 

[Paperback] Christie's Robson Lowe

$30.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Includes 

"Prices Realized" Some corner bends and 

wrinkling.

5061
Surveys of the Confederate Postmasters' 

Provisionals [Hardcover] Francis J. Crown, Jr.

Confederate postmasters&apos; provisionals have long been a 

popular facet of Confederate collecting. These stamps and covers 

are a fascinating link with the Confederate past,vividly illustrating 

the resourcefulness of postmasters in the early chaotic days of the 

Confederacy.

$107.95
Cover and pages clean and fresh. Appears new! 

Pages and binding are firm and tight.
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5306

Confederate Patriotic Covers; Including a Check 

List of All Known Designs [Paperback] 

MacBRIDE, Van Dyk, compiler

Reprint of 1943 original edition. A study of the Patriotic Covers 

listed as being used in the Confederate States
$29.00

Clean and sound. Pages and binding firm and 

tight. Cover shows a bit of age stain. Cover and 

pages without defect

5319
Confederate Handstamp Paids + Addendum 

[Paperback] Morris Everett

Brochure cannot carry much of an historical story, but will 

encourage collectors to become inolved in the field of 

Confederate philately because it covers information about the 

most available and least expensive part of this hobby. Brochure 

makes a list of the "Handstamp Paids" used in the Confederacy

$35.00

Some bends. Pages clean and sound. Pages and 

binding are firm and tight. Includes addendum 

from 1983

6163
The Capture of Jefferson Davis [Pamphlet] John 

A. Fox

Story of the capture of Jefferson Davis as told through personal 

papers of Benjamin Pritchard, the Union officer in charge of the 

capture

$16.00

Pages and binding are sound, firm and tight. 

Front page shows staining from newspaper 

article laying against it. Some minor age 

discoloration of cover. Owners name marked 

out.

6189

The Confederate States two-cent Red-Jack 

intaglio stamp: The postage stamp and its 

postal history Green, Brian M

Describes the postage stamp and its postal history. Deals with the 

Intaglio printings of the Two-cent Red Jack, Autographed copy to 

Dr. Richard Graham (noted philatelist &amp; author)

$16.75

Appears never used. Autographed copy to Dr. 

Graham (noted philatelist, author) Pages clean. 

Pages and binding are firm and tight.

6197
Confederate Handstamp Paids Addendum 

[Pamphlet] Morris Everett

An update to the 1981 original booklet. Includes new and revised 

listings this addendum includes the missing Virginia town listings.
$15.00

Cover shows age discoloration on edges. Pages 

clean and fresh

6211
Civil War prisons and their covers (Collectors 

Club handbook) Antrim, Earl

Postal history of the prisons of the Civil War. here recorded is the 

complex means by which prisoners of war on both sides sent mail 

to the home folks

$25.95

Does not include dustcover. Pages clean. 

Frontpiece with owners label. Top edge of pages 

show some "Foxing". Pages and binding are firm 

and tight.

6242

Confederate Stamp Album 23-42 May 1958 to 

December 1959 [Hardcover] Confederate 

Stamp Alliance

The official publication of the Confederate Stamp Alliance bound 

into one volume.
$80.00

Hardbound binding of 19 editions of Confederate 

Stamp Album. Binding and pages firm and tight. 

Some of the pages have been folded, probably 

due to the article being mailed.

6243

Confederate Patriotic Covers Including a check 

list of all known designs [Paperback] Van Dyk 

MacBride

Handbook and checklist of all known designs of Confederate 

Patriotic Covers. The 1943 First edition
$44.00

Pages and binding are firm. Pages clean. Cover 

shows age discoloration at edges. Appears never 

used.

6303

The Civil War: An Illustrated History 

[Hardcover] Ward, Geoffrey C.; Burns, Ric and 

Burns, Ken

A magnificent book. In it visual power, its meticulous research, its 

textual brilliance and the humanity of its narrative, THE CIVIL WAR 

will stand amoung the most illuminating and memorable 

portrayals of the American past

$44.95

Pages are clean. Binding and pages firm. Dust 

cover intact without defect. Edge shows some 

age discoloration. Shows very minimal usage. 

Probably more like use-like new condition
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6526
Confederate States United States & Foreign 

Stamps & Covers [Paperback] Robert A. Siegel

Auction catalog of 1000 lots which include 330 lots concentrating 

of Confederate postal history; with US postal history, US 

Possessions; Foreign stamps and covers, etc...

$35.00

8006
Confederate Patriotic Covers and their Usages 

[Paperback] Benjamin Wishnietsky

A comprehensive book about Confederate patriotic covers and 

their usages. In this book 230 patriotic covers are illustrated with 

90 in color

$19.95
Pages and binding are firm and tight. Cover with 

a few aging spots. Appears never used.

8155
Confederate Mail Carrier [Paperback Shinsho] 

James Bradley and G.N. Ratliff

Account of the Battles, Marches and Hardships of the First and 

Second Brigades, MO., C.S.A. Together with the thrilling 

adventures and narrow excapes of Captain Grimes and his fair 

accomplice, who carried the mail by :the undergound route" from 

the Brigade to Missouri. Reprint of the original book

$35.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Appears 

never used and the condition should be "Used-

Like New" except for a major crease on back 

cover. Reprint of the original book published in 

1894

8453
Official Army Register September 1861 [Loose 

Leaf] Adjctant General's Office

Register of the Army of the United States for September 1861. A 

valuable resource for the Civil War historian
$150.00

Originally staple bound but now looseleaf. Page 

are in remarable clean condition considering the 

age. Cover page shows wear and some tears

8484
Uniontown, Alabama, Postmaster's Provisionals 

[Paperback] Francis J. Crown, Jr.

A comprehensive work on the Uniontown provisionals that 

includes an illustrated census of all Uniontown provisionals on and 

off cover.

$37.95

8488

Blockade-run Mail from New Orleans and The 

Louisiana Relief Committee at Mobile 

[Paperback] Leonard V. Huber

Reprint of article dealing with incidents in Civil War Postal History 

1862-1864
$45.00

Pages and binding are firm. Pages clean without 

defect. Cover shows age discoloration

8553

Confederate Stamps: How to Tell the Genuine 

from the Counterfeit [Pamphlet] Richard 

Krieger and Peter W.W. Powell

The purpose of this booklet is to acquaint you with the 

characteristics of both the genuine stamps and the known fakes.
$15.00

8554
The Confederate States Five-Cent Green 

Lithograph [Pamphlet] Brian M. Green

Well described and illustrated pamphlet describing the Five Cent 

Green Lithograph
$14.00

8555
The Confederate States Ten-Cent Rose 

Lithograph [Pamphlet] Brian M. Green

Well illustrated and described pamphlet detailing the Confederate 

States Ten-Cent Rose Lithograph
$15.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Appears 

with minimal usage to never used.

8556
The Confedederate States Five-Cent Blue 

Lithograph [Pamphlet] Brian M. Green

Well described and illustrated pamphlet detailing the Five-Cent 

Blue Lithograph
$12.00

1885a

Confederate States of America, the Special 

Postal Routes [Hardcover] Lawrence L. 

Shenfield

Study of the unusual ways and means by which some letters 

traveled between North and South, to and from abroad, and 

between widely separated sections of the Confederacy. 

Autographed edition

$125.00

Pages and binding are firm. Front page shows 

owners identity mark. Autographed edition. 

Appears minimally used.
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1885ab

Confederate States of America, the Special 

Postal Routes [Hardcover] Lawrence L. 

Shenfield

$99.95

Pages and binding are firm. Soiling on cover. 

Appears with minimal usage. "Jefferson Public 

Library" hand seal on front piece.

2218a

The Confederate States two-cent Red-Jack 

intaglio stamp: The postage stamp and its 

postal history Green, Brian M

The postage stamp and its postal history. Describes the two-cent 

Red-Jack Intaglio Stamp
$16.50

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Owners 

label on front piece. Part of Wilson Hulme 

Library

2319 & 

2808

Civil War Postal History of Natchez, Mississippi 

[Paperback] William S. Parks

Descriptions and illustrations of Confederate Natchez postal 

usages.
$31.95

Pages clean. Never used. Owners book mark 

label on front piece. Pages and binding firm and 

tight

2406-a

Post Office Mail Sent Across the Lines at the 

Start of the American Civil War; May-July 1861 

[Paperback] Steven C. Walske,

Article examines the handling of post office mail across the Civil 

War line in mid 1861 when postal service was gradually being 

suspending between the US and the CSA. Autographed copy

$20.00

Pages clean. Binding and pages are firm. Some 

bumping on bottom pages due to shelf storage. 

Autographed copy to Dr. Graham (postal 

historian, author philatelist)

2435a
Confederate States Postaly History [Paperback] 

Robert G. Kaufmann

Auction catalog featuring black and white plates of postal history 

usages (College Covers, Blockade Covers, Express Mail, Forwarded 

Covers, etc...) Auction catalog features 244 lots

$10.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Appears 

never used. Illustrated catalog with black and 

white plates

2788a
Confederate Patriotic Covers and their Usages 

Wishnietsky, Benjamin

Book illustrates patriotic covers of the Confederate States of 

America. The photographs and descriptions are intended to give a 

comprehensive picture of the various patriotic designs and the 

various postal usages.

$19.99

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Pages 

clean. Never used. Some color rubbing on cover. 

Slight age discoloration at top of pages due to 

shelf storage. Paperback edition.

2890, 2310 

& 328

Confederate States General Issue Stamps used 

on Adversity Covers, 1861-1865 [Paperback] 

William R. Weiss, Jr.

The use of other than normally manufactured envelopes to mail 

communications was not unique to the period of the War 

Between the States. Examples of envelopes and folded letter 

sheets homemade from various types of printed paper are found

$23.95

Pages clean. Cover shows bit of shelf wear. Pages 

and binding are firm and tight. Owners label on 

front piece or autographed copy

2973-a

Notes upon United States and Confederate 

States stamps and their varieties Toppan, 

George L

Scarce item. It is the intent to explain the many varieties of design 

while listed in the catalogues, are generally more or less obscure 

to all but the specialist or advanced collector

$10.00

Pages without defect. Cover and pages show age 

discoloration. Vertical crease n/a total 

appearance of the item. Stains on cover

333 & 334

The George Walcott Collection of Used Civil 

War Patriotic Covers [Hardcover] Laurence, 

Robert

This catalog is the realization of a wish of the late George Walcott, 

that if some days his collection be broken up, a complete listing of 

the many varieties of designs should be made to serve as a hand 

book.

$65.00

Cover shows minor wear. Pages clean with out 

markings. Includes prices realized. Autographed 

copy. Pages and binding are firm
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333a

The George Walcott Collection of Used Civil 

War Patriotic Covers [Hardcover] Laurence, 

Robert

A complete listing of the Walcott collection was formed to serve 

as a handbook of Civil War Patriotic Covers
$34.00

Pages and binding are firm. Owners handstamps 

on front piece. Minimal usage.
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